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Are energy costs reducing your profit?
Many care homes view reducing energy as a daunting
task, as consumption is largely driven by their residents
demand and weather.
However, there are several ways for care homes to reduce
energy costs and they don’t need to cost much whilst funding
is competitive and readily available.
So what determines a good investment in energy reducing
technologies and how can you be sure that return on your
investment is fast and most importantly accurate?
We believe that any energy saving measure/technology
that results in a return on investment within 2 years should
be implemented, as energy rates for businesses are to set to
continue rising. For example, a Voltage Optimiser is easily
installed and provides instant savings, in some cases in less
than a year. LED lighting is another opportunity that offers
quick savings as the existing lighting systems can be easily
upgraded at a lower cost. Products officially recognised by The
Carbon Trust may even be entitled to free funding.
Only proven technologies should be considered and where
possible the projected savings underwritten. Let’s face it,
we’ve all had sales reps promising unrealistic savings unable
to underwrite their promises. Energy only contracts when
implemented with energy demand reduction during specific
periods can produce quick and significant savings.
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To reduce your energy cost, CES Energy has produced a
business guide to energy savings.
For your free copy of Guide to Energy Savings please
e-mail info@ces,gb.com or call 0203-157-7013.
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We will provide a professional and proactive support service, both during the initial
transfer process to our service and on an ongoing basis.
Our team is made up of qualified staff who have expert knowledge in all aspects of
HR Admin and Payroll enabling us to provide you with a comprehensive service that
meets the requirements placed on you.
We provide a full statutory and contractual compliant service that includes:
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correspondence for employees
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requirements
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deadlines and requirements
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Calls us on 01823 356776 between 8.30am and 5pm Monday-Friday
(excluding Bank Holidays) or email us on HRPayroll@somerset.gov.uk
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